We report an alternative approach to enhance the photoresponsivity of an organic phototransistor by intergrating plasmonic active spherical gold nanoparticles into regio-regular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT). The photoresponsivity increases from 9 to 21 A/W at a gate voltage of +10 V under illumination of a solar simulator. It is attributed to the enhanced near-field absorption and exciton dissociation near the plasmonic active gold nanoparticles. # 2012 The Japan Society of Applied Physics T o enhance the photoresponsivity of organic phototransistors (OPTs), many researchers have been focusing on synthesis of new organic semiconducting materials.
T o enhance the photoresponsivity of organic phototransistors (OPTs), many researchers have been focusing on synthesis of new organic semiconducting materials. 1, 2) Even though many new materials have been synthesized, regio-regular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) remains the most promising candidate for solution processable OPT. Solution processability of materials is highly desirable due to its low manufacturing cost, printability, and readily scalable production. However, OPT generally suffers from low responsivity and hence limits its application.
Previously, enhanced photoresponsivity was achieved by adding TiO 2 nanoparticles into P3HT.
3) Such enhancement is attributed to charge accumulation in a P3HT/TiO 2 composite film. Another approach is to induce greater crystallinity in the semiconducting materials. This is due to the fact that in the case of charge mobility, the exciton transport diffusion length is a monotonic function of the extent of crystalline order, 4) as more free charge carriers can be created resulting in higher photoresponsivity. This has been exploited in regio-regular P3HT by using highboiling-point solvents such as p-xylene, achieving responsivity of up to 250 A/W under white light illumination (I ¼ 51 mW cm À2 ). 5) This was then further exploited by Kim et al., 6) by growing ordered single-crystalline microribbons using a -extended pyrene derivative, achieving remarkable photoresponsivity of 2000 A/W under weak light (I ¼ 5:6 W cm À2 ). 6) However, the photoresponsivity rapidly decreases at higher light intensity.
Here, an alternative approach to enhance the photoresponsivity of regio-regular P3HT by utilizing localized surface plasmon resonance of metallic nanoparticles is reported. By integrating gold nanoparticles into the P3HT active layer of an OPT, the photoresponsivity of the device increases from 9 to 21 A/W. The role of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in the transmission enhancement is still being debated. Since the wavelength and intensity of the SPR are highly sensitive to the nanostructure of the material, size, size distribution, shape, period, and surrounding environment, the tunable SPR wavelength in the visible and near-infrared regions has been achieved by changing these parameters. 7) It is well known that the addition of a metallic layer using a simple technique, namely laser interference lithography (LIL) followed by thermal annealing, 8) such as silver (Ag), aluminium (Al), and gold (Au) 7, 9) enables light concentration by trapping incident light on the metals in submicrometer architectures such as spheres which can show strong absorptions in the visible spectrum due to resonant charge oscillations. 10) These phenomena lead to the local enhancement of light absorption in the regio-regular P3HT layer. This polymer layer coupling with plasmonic nanostructures potentially acts as a sub-wavelength scattering source that gives an enhanced photoresponse at resonance frequency at the tail of P3HT absorption, thereby enabling the phototransistor to respond sensitively to solar radiation.
To fabricate plasmonic active OPT, firstly, a 10-nm-thick Au thin film is deposited onto a Si þþ /SiO 2 substrate by electron-beam evaporation (EB03 BOC Edwards), followed by thermal annealing at 800 C for 1 h, for the formation of gold nanoparticles. Secondly, a P3HT dissolved in chloroform is spin-coated on the gold nanoparticle layer and then baked at 120 C for 5 min. The reference sample of Si þþ / SiO 2 is also prepared under the same condition with a layer of P3HT without the presence of Au nanoparticles. The morphology of metallic arrays was investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Absorption spectra were used to elucidate the enhancement effect and its dependence on the diameter and spacing of the metallic nanoparticle morphology. Simulated results were obtained by a three-dimensional finite-difference time domain (FDTD) technique using a perfectly matched layer (PML) around the structures in the wavelength range of 300-1200 nm. The dielectric functions used for the simulation were obtained from the experimental data of Johnson and Christy.
11) The schematic diagram of the OPT is given in Fig. 1 where the thickness of the SiO 2 dielectric is 100 nm with an 80 nm thick P3HT covering on the layer of gold nanoparticles. The fabricated channel (arranged in interdigitated design) has gate width of 11.2 mm and length of 40 m, respectively, with 70 nm Au source/drain electrodes patterned on top of the P3HT polymer. Device fabrication was performed inside a nitrogen-filled glove box. Currentvoltage (I-V ) characteristics of the phototransistor are measured under ambient air using two Keithley 236 sourcemeasurement units (SMUs). Illumination is provided by a Newport 67005 solar simulator. Two SMUs are used to bias the device and measure the current resulting from the device, where one SMUs is used to establish the source-drain voltage V ds and measure the drain current I ds , while the other SMU is used to supply the gate voltage V g and measure the gate current I g .
To characterize the photoresponse characteristics of the organic device, photocurrent measurement was performed using a solar simulator. Figure 2 shows the transfer characteristics of the reference sample and the sample with Au nanoparticles under dark and light conditions. The OFFcurrent for the sample with Au nanoparticles under dark condition, shown in Fig. 2(a) , increases significantly compared with the reference sample. This is due to the leakage current that exists between the source and drain. Since Au nanoparticles are separated by the statistically average distance of (20 AE 2) nm, there exists sufficient current to tunnel through the islands of gold between the source and drain electrodes. For the device under light illumination, the current increases significantly as shown in Fig. 2(b) , and the source-drain current is dominated by the photogenerated carriers, which is significantly higher than that dominated by the intrinsic carriers of the P3HT in the dark. Table I shows the mobility of the OPT with and without gold nanoparticles in the dark and under illumination. The mobility of the OPT with Au nanoparticles increased by up to 6 times when it is illuminated by light. The significant difference in the mobility of the OPT with the embedded nanoparticles could be due to the presence of traps at the gold nanoparticle-semiconductor interface. Under light illumination, traps are filled by photogenerated charge carriers leading to increased mobility. 12) As shown in Fig. 3 , the reference sample gives the highest ratio of photosensitivity, P (the ratio of radiant energy incident on the device detected under illumination to dark resulting photocurrent), which is 1 Â 10 5 under illumination. This occurs at +5 V rather than zero voltage. P values decrease when the transistor is in the ON state as current is injected from the source drain as the gate voltage increases. However, the plasmonic OPT has a significantly lower ratio of photosensitivity, probably due to the leakage current. The current I ds is a combination of the photogenerated current and injected current which increases the parasitic dark current during the OFF state, from the source-drain electrode. At zero gate voltage, the photoresponsivity, R, (ratio of the detected current under illumination to the incident light power) are 17 (without Au nanoparticles) and 27 A/W (with Au nanoparticles). The difference between photoresponsivity is higher at V GS ¼ þ10 V. By intergrating the Au nanoparticles, the photoresponsivity is increased from 9 to 21 A/W at a gate voltage of +10 V. R can be tuned by changing the gate voltage for both reference and plasmonic OPTs. R can be tuned almost up to 35 A/W for the plasmonic OPT device at a gate voltage of À30 V.
The charge separation of excitons can be enhanced by applying an electric field. From Fig. 4 , the photogenerated current as a function of gate voltage is plotted. The photogenerated current is obtained by substracting the detected current under illumination from the dark current. The photogenerated current increases from positive gate voltage (+10 V) and somewhat saturated at higher negative gate voltage (À30 V) for the reference sample. This result can be explained by the fact that at a high negative gate voltage (À30 V), the induced electric field in the active layer is located within several nanometers of the semiconductor- gate insulator interface, while at a low negative gate voltage (À5 V), the induced electric field spreads around the bulk.
13)
As exciton is generated, most of the exciton dissociation occurs in the high field of the accumulation layer with P3HT exciton diffusion length in the range of 6.5-8.5 nm.
14) The photogenerated current can be enhanced from 5.7 to 13.7 A between +10 and À30 V by varying the gate voltage alone. Plasmonically active Au nanoparticles further enhanced the photocurrent by 60% (from 10.4 to 16.3 A) at zero gate voltage. The excitation of SPR increased not only the exciton generation rate but also the exciton dissociation probability 15) since the Au nanoparticles are directly in contact with the P3HT. One advantage of intergrating gold nanoparticles at the dielectric polymer interface is to enhance the photogeneration at the very thin accumulation layer of OPT.
To further understand the SPR-enhanced OPT, the SPR was simulated to study the absorption/scattering characteristics of the gold nanoparticles in the device. The absorption spectra of P3HT [ Fig. 5(a) ] show the absorption peak at 525 nm with the absorbance of 0.6. As the device built with Au nanoparticles embedded in the P3HT polymer, the absorption spectra of this structure redshifted to 580 nm with the absorbance of 0.98 [ Fig. 5(a) ]. The redshift is due to the changes in the medium from air to P3HT. 16) These simulation results indicate that the absorbance of the system increases by 63% after embedding the Au nanoparticles. The scattering spectra of the gold nanoparticles show that the localized SPR occurs at 540 nm [ Fig. 5(b) ]. Obviously, the SPR of gold nanoparticles is at the tail of the P3HT absorption band. This enhance the photoabsorption of P3HT at the weak absorption tail.
The SEM image of the thermally annealed gold nanoparticles on a Si/SiO 2 surface [ Fig. 5(c) ] shows high-density gold nanoparticles with a diameter of 40 nm and spacing of $20 nm.
In conclusion, we have shown that the enhancement of the photoresponisivity by more than 100% (9 to 21 A/W) can be achieved by integrating gold nanoparticles into P3HT OPT under strong light. Such improved performance is attributed to the near-field surface plasmon resonance. The enhanced organic phototransistor may find use in chemical sensing, biomedical diagnostics, image sensor array, or multiplexed biosensor arrays. 17, 18) 
